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Aluminium Bifolds
at Low Prices
from

£350

per pane

from

£450

per pane
T-Handle included

from

£550

per pane

Free sales kit on qualifying orders

#fast turnaround
#fully fabricated
call 0800 389 0595
fax 02476 638779
email sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk

FREE UPGRADE!

TIMBERLOOK
FLUSH SASH

OUR NEW 20-PAGE BROCHURE
DOES THE SELLING FOR YOU!
Taking the time to sell the Timberlook Flush Sash
to customers will pay dividends in high margin
new business from friends, neighbours & relatives.

EVERY INSTALLATION IS A FREE
ADVERT FOR YOUR BUSINESS!
The internal appearance also replicates a timber
window with an ovalo feature frame and a range
of stylish window furniture to choose from

CHOICE OF
9 COLOURS
NIGHT LATCH
AS STANDARD

WWW.TIMBERLOOK.COM

FROM A STANDARD
MITRED PVCU LOOKING
FLUSH SASH
TO A TRADITIONAL
MORTISE & TENON
LOOKING FLUSH SASH

Timberlook is the new Flush Sash Window from
Affordable Windows. It boasts a square mortise &
tenon looking fabrication for both sash and
outerframe, instead of the tell-tale mitred joints
that would normally identify a window as being
fabricated from PVCu.

Additionally, the Timberlook Flush Sash has a
70mm back to front frame size to make
installation fast, a slim 60mm sash to replicate a
timber sash, and a night latch as standard.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION
ON-SITE GLAZING - 70MM FRAME
60MM SASH SIZE
With unique options such as a deep bottom rail
and concealed trickle ventilation, the Timberlook
Flush Sash is almost indistinguishable from the
most expensive flush sash timber windows.
For more information or a quotation, contact:

PHIL MYERS phil@a-w-s.co.uk

TEL 01253 888222 MOB 07817 816663

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS ARE ONE OF THE UK’S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF ALUMINIUM & PVCU WINDOWS, DOORS, & CONSERVATORIES

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS, CORNFORD HOUSE, CORNFORD ROAD, BLACKPOOL, LANCASHIRE FY4 4QQ

Read TheInstaller online – www.profinder.eu
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CALL US TODAY ON
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Huge Ladder Fall
Fine For Safestyle

Safestyle UK was sentenced
in early April after a worker
fell from a ladder sustaining
a fracture to his lower leg.
Cemetery Road
Sheffield Magistrates’ Court
heard how, on 1 March 2017,
a window installer working for
H.P.A.S. Limited, trading as
Safestyle UK, was attempting to
install a first-floor rear bedroom
window at a property on Cemetery Road, Doncaster, when the
ladder he was climbing slipped.
The ladder was not footed or
tied and the operative fell from
a height of over three metres,
sustaining a broken knee cap
which required surgery.

Investigation
An investigation by the Health
and Safety Executive found the
company’s system for planning
work at height was inadequate in
that it failed to ensure that work
was carried out in a safe manner.
Windows were found to be not
routinely installed from the inside
and ladders were used in a way
that constituted serious risk. Additionally, there was no system of
monitoring or supervision in
place and operatives were left to
their own devices.

News

guilty to breaching Regulation
4(1) of The Work at Height Regulations 2005 and was fined
£850,000 with £1,083 in costs.

Easy to prevent
Speaking after the hearing, HSE
inspector Stuart Whitesmith said:
“This incident could easily have
been prevented had the company implemented reasonably
practicable precautions.
“Such precautions include having enforced safe systems of work,
whereby windows are installed internally where possible or by
using suitable access solutions
£850,000 plus costs
H.P.A.S. Limited trading as which provide edge protection
Safestyle UK, of Style House, and having a system in place to
Eldon Place, Bradford, pleaded ensure works are supervised.’’ i

Minimum Wage Cheats
Named & Shamed Again
179 employers have been
named and shamed for underpaying thousands of minimum wage workers. 9,200
minimum wage workers were
cheated out of £1.1 million.
As well as recovering backpay
for the workers, the government
also fined the employers a total
of £1.3 million in penalties for
breaking national minimum
wage laws. The most prolific offending sectors in this round
were retailers, hospitality businesses and hairdressers. The
move came just as April 1 saw a
rate rise - the National Living
Wage has gone up from £7.50

to £7.83 per hour. Apprentices
under the age of 19 and those
in the first year of their apprenticeship benefit from a 5.7%
rise. The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy has launched a campaign
to raise awareness of the new
rates and is encouraging workers to speak to their employer if
they think they are being underpaid.
Business Minister Andrew Griffiths said: "There are no excuses
for short-changing workers. This
is an absolute red line for this
government and employers who
cross it will get caught - not only

are they forced to pay back
every penny but they are also
fined up to 200% of wages
owed.
Payslips
Bryan Sanderson, Chairman of
the Low Pay Commission, said:
"it is vital that workers understand their rights, and employers
their obligations. The recent announcement that all workers will
have a right to payslips stating
the hours they have worked is a
positive step." The new law is
likely to benefit around 300,000
UK workers who do not currently
get a payslip. i
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Door & Window Hardware –
Markets Stays Steady
The UK market for door and
window fittings grew by
around 3% in 2017. This is lower
than in 2016, in line with slowing growth rates for the construction market as a whole
and stimulated by greater demand for higher specification
products, says the latest report
from AMA Research.
Polarisation is a feature of this
market say AMA and this is characterised at one end by high
value, high specification products and low cost, basic product
ranges at the other end – with
the lower value sectors of the
market experiencing significant
downward pressure on average
prices due to increasing import
penetration. There has been little
change to the product mix for
door and window fittings in recent years. Locks and handles
represent the two major product
sectors, together accounting for
over half of the fittings market, although mechanical locks have
lost some share as electronic
locks have become more wide-

spread. Door closers now ac- of options, styles and applicacount for an estimated 15%, hav- tions, many companies operate
ing shown stronger than average in just one or a few of the prodgrowth. Product development uct sectors within this market. Imtends to be influenced by a num- ports also continue to play a
ber of factors including fashion, significant. “For 2018 and belegislation and technical issues. yond, forecasts indicate marHigher security standards play a ginal but positive growth, based
significant role in product devel- on improving housing and conopment and improvement and struction markets - although
there is some evidence of grow- growth will be constrained by
ing demand for automation in price pressure and strong comdoors and windows which may petition” said Fiona Watts of
drive development in the market. AMA Research.
"Key drivers for growth are
White declines
likely to be the trend to trade up
Standard white hardware is de- to higher specification products,
clining in popularity, with finishes particularly those which offer
such as brushed chrome, brass, added security features and are
burnished bronze and nickel be- aimed at the commercial sector.
coming more popular in the do- Another major main driver for
mestic sector. In terms of supply, growth will be improving output
the UK door and window fittings levels in the private commercial
market has seen a slowing of construction sector and continued
merger and acquisition activity growth in the housing market." i
in the last two years, following
significant consolidation of sup- The ‘Door and Window Fitpliers in previous years, although tings Market Report – UK
the industry remains highly frag- 2018-2022’ can be ordered
mented. Due to the wide range at www.amaresearch.co.uk

BSI, the business standards company, has revised BS 8300:2018
Design of an Accessible and Inclusive Built Environment.
The revised standard aims to give
users of buildings an environment
that works for as wide a range of
people as possible – including disabled people, the elderly, and
children.
BS 8300 now comes in two
parts:. Part 2 is mos relevant to
window installers as it gives recommendations for the design of buildings to accommodate users with
the widest range of characteristics
and capabilities. It is applicable to
entrances to buildings, including
outward opening doors and windows, and interiors of buildings

such as entrances and reception facilities.
Part 1 gives recommendations for
the design of the external built environment, including the approaches
to
buildings,
to
accommodate as wide a range of
users as possible. It is applicable to
external features adjacent to a
building, such as parking spaces,
access routes, and the entrances to
buildings. Other aspects of the external environment, such as street
design, landscaping, and public
facilities, are also covered by part
1 of this standard.
The recommendations in both
parts of BS 8300 are specific as
they include dimensional ranges though the ranges are intended to
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provide some flexibility of design
solution.
Public transport infrastructure,
garaging and enclosed parking
spaces, electric vehicle charging
and pedestrian surfaces are also
covered in part 1. Corridors and
passageways, changing and
shower areas, ramps and slopes
and toilet facilities are covered in
part 2.
Ant Burd, Head of the Built Environment Sector at BSI, said: “Creating bespoke facilities for certain
people’s needs can often be necessary over the life of a building –
however, it’s far more beneficial if
a building and its adjoining spaces
can be fully inclusive from the
outset.” i
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Choose Made for Trade

Aluminium
Bi-Fold Doors
Quote turnaround within hours
Up to 1200mm sash widths

UK

Stock colours : White, Black,
Grey, Grey on White
Email: bifolds@madefortrade.co
Call: 01642 610799
* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and
Fax: 01642 671026
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Astraseal’s Fire Door Advice
Sees Fire Door First

Astraseal has helped Richmond Windows complete a
first fire door installation.
Not only did Astraseal help
specify the right product, the
Wellingborough based fabricator sent one of their own surveyors to assist in what turned out
to be a complicated survey.
Once the door was delivered,
Astraseal’s engineers joined the
Richmond team on site to show
the fitters exactly how the fire
door needs to be installed and
the correct materials to use.
“The team at Richmond Windows encountered a problem
facing many ambitious installers - they see increasing demand for fire-rated products but
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feel they lack the experience to
confidently enter the market,”
says Colin Stanley, Operations
Director at Astraseal. “We
could assist a long-standing
customer as part of our Assisted Installation Service and
used our experience to help
them service those fire-rated enquiries and ultimately win new
business.”

Grenfell
Stanley continues: “The tragedy
of Grenfell Tower has shown
how imperative it is to have
quality fire-rated products, but
also that they are installed correctly. It’s therefore understandable that businesses have

trepidations about completing
those types of installations.
That’s why we have not only
developed a full range of dependable, fully-certified firerated products but offer this
assisted installation service for
our customers – a service available across our entire range of
products.”
Astraseal offers a complete
range of fire-rated products including FD30 and FD60 fire
doors. Not only do both solutions comply with FIRAS assessment, PAS24 and Approved
Document Q, the FD60 fire
door is manufactured using the
highly-durable FireFrame from
Winkhaus. i
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Technical Article

Conservatories –
Take Time To Avoid
Misalignment
Problems

When specifying and installing a conservatory you have to ensure that the perimeter
frames are not only laterally and diagonally correct but are also plumb and level, writes
Don Waterworth - or misalignment will be the consequence
The attached Photograph
shows a jack rafter which has
been filled with silicone due
to the perimeter frames of the
conservatory (L shaped on
plan), being misaligned.
It is a common error by installers that lateral and diagonal
dimensions are not checked
when the perimeter frames are fitted and that additionally, 90 degree internal corners are not
checked to be true.
A consequence of not putting
the time in to ensure that the
perimeter frames are not only laterally and diagonally correct but
10 | Technical Article | The Installer

are also plumb and level, is that enter the conservatory.
In fact, the conservatory was
when the roof is set in place, serious misalignment can then flooded internally on a regular
basis. The upshot was that the
show.
roof had to be removed and reThis was the case with this con- placed.
Prior to these works, the perimeservatory in Essex that I inter frames had to be suitably respected.
The perimeter frames and fixed and realigned. It cost the
hence the roof, were so mis- installer all the profit and more on
aligned that not only were many top along with reputational damof the rafters and jack rafters sili- age.
So make sure your installers are
coned in place but also a number
of the d/g segmented units at the made aware of the importance
valleys above the front pike were of correct perimeter frame alignmisaligned and indeed short, al- ment as the consequences can be
lowing extensive water ingress to very costly. i
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DESIRABLE. DURABLE.
DELIVERED IN JUST 10 DAYS
ORDER TODAY
To ﬁnd out why you should offer your
customers Uni-Blinds integral blinds,
call us now.

Tel: 0113 277 8722
Email: info@morleyglass.co.uk
Direct fax for quotations: 0113 277 8723
Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd, Unit 3, Leeds 27 Industrial
Estate, Bruntcliffe Way, Leeds LS27 0HH

www.morleyglass.co.uk
from

QANW Column

It’s All About
The App…
The App has been a big
milestone for QANW as it’s
an industry first.
It has been designed with
members in mind as QANW
understand that not everyone
has time to complete admin
tasks at the end of every day so why not lodge, edit and sign
off jobs whilst you’re at them?
Members of QANW can
download the App for free. To
download the App members
should search for 'QANW',
download the App then simply
enter the username and password they currently use for the
members’ area, so there is no
need for additional passwords
and that’s it.
A lot of time was spent refining the App to ensure it would
provide QANW member contractors with a seamless platform to connect and interact
with them. The App is linked to
the main QANW members’
area so any changes/updates
made on the App will automatically update in the members’
area meaning you don’t have
to carry out the same task
twice.
What does the App do?
• Add new jobs.
• View/Amend existing jobs.
• View your rates for different
work types.
• Filter facility to search for a
specific job.
• Sign off jobs
QANW have also made it
easy to navigate around the
App by using the menu icons
situated within the bottom bar.
12 | QANW Column |The Installer

Have you downloaded the
QANW App yet?
QANW is a trading name of
Warranty Services Limited, a
company registered in
Scotland, with the registered
address of 4 Forbes Drive,
Heathfield Industrial Estate,
Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and
with the company number
SC205797.

The app is exclusively available
to a few QANW schemes at
the moment to allow feedback
to be collated and changes
made before it is rolled out to
all schemes.

Warranty Services Limited is
authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct
Authority (Firm Reference
Number 309580)

New members
If you are looking to join
QANW or have some questions before you join, you can
do this simply by calling a
member of the QANW sales
team on 01292 292092.
New members, once fully set
up with QANW and have
gained access to their members’ area can get started with
using the App. i

It’s the high quality bifolds
you exxpect, at a price you
wouldn’t believve!

At Astraseal you can get our aluminium bifold doors for just £507 per sash glazed,
with a 2 week lead time when ordered in white or 7016 grey
Three panel aluminium
bifold from only

£1,521

Four panel aluminium
bifold from only

£2,028

Five panel aluminium
bifold from only

£2,535

A low price doesn’t mean poor quality. As standard, our doors come with the new Smart integrated cill
threshold, which is a fully weather sealed low threshold, incorporating a projecting cill. A further beneﬁt is the
presence of the, also new, bottom roller with steel pin for dead loading (this eliminates sashes from dropping).
Poor quality bi-folds with inferior hardware can cost you money, time and damage your reputation.
Save money and enjoy superior quality with Astraseal!

Call 01933 227 233 and get your aluminium bifold doors from Astraseal today!
Astraseal House
Paterson Road
Finedon Road Ind. Est.
Wellingborough
NN8 4EX

T: 01933 270 552
F: 01933 274 852
E: sales@astraseal.com

www.astraseal.co.uk/trade

Bi-Folds & Aluminium

Yale has launched a premium bi-fold door package, extended its offering of BBA certified
window products and strengthened its smart door lock selling opportunities

Open Wide –
Opportunities Knock

The door and window market
is witnessing an increase in
demand for bi-fold doors as
hardware diversifies and becomes more accessible for
all budgets and the trend for
outdoor living grows.
With this in mind, Yale has
combined a range of door hardware to create a superior bi-fold
door offering – including a new
28mm slim backset multi-point
lock, a slim backplate door handle and a colour coded maximum security cylinder. Brett
Evans, Technical Director for
Door Hardware at Yale, says:
“Currently, aluminium has a 67%
market share over PVC-U when it
comes to bi-folds. This is due to
aluminium frames having slimmer sight lines, thereby allowing
more light in, not detracting from
the view and giving the feel that,
even when the doors are closed,
you’re still in the great outdoors.
14 | Bi-Folds & Aluminium | The Installer

“In response to customer requests
for a Yale lock to fit into slim
sightline profiles, we have developed a bi-fold offering that maintains a high level of security,
whilst also complementing modern interior design trends.”

Lockmaster
The new Yale Lockmaster 28mm
backset multi-point lock fits into
slim sightline profiles. It features
a combination of hooks and antilift bolts for security, along with
smooth operation, tolerance and
ease of use. It is available in
standard 16mm euro groove
and u-channel variants to suit various aluminium systems.
What’s more, all of the Lockmaster range is manufactured in
the UK and carries the Made in
Britain marque. Platinum 3
The bi-fold door package from
Yale includes the maximum security Platinum 3 Star cylinder,

which is now available in a
black finish to complement modern designs, along with a brand
new handle that comes in a
range of finishes including black,
anthractice grey and brushed
stainless. Ideal for narrow door
sets, the handle is manufactured
from 304 Stainless Steel and has
a 28mm wide backplate, incorporating a patented spring cassette which eliminates the
drooping handle effect. Suited to
60mm and 70mm profiles, the
handle has been corrosion tested
to 480 hours and cycle tested to
50,000 cycles. Paul Atkinson,
Sales & Commercial Director for
Yale adds: Bi-Folds are a premium aspirational purchase for
most people and the fine detail
around the lock, handle and
cylinder are important aspects.
We can now offer a high security bi-fold package that enhances the aesthetic appeal. This

Bi-Folds & Aluminium
allows our installer and fabricator customers to
promote a secure solution with a Yale guarantee
that fits the slim style aluminium look that is
popular today.”
Yale
Window
Hardware
Achieves
BBA Certification
Yale Door and Window Solutions has extended
its offering of BBA certified window products. The
Yale Shootbolt and Yale Encloser window locks,
along with the Yale Revolution window hinge
have passed the BBA certification - a symbol of
product quality. Grant Stratford, Technical Director for Yale Door and Window Solutions, says:
“These products go alongside the Defender
and Defender Egress hinges, Yale Hinge and
Virage Handle, for which we already hold the
certification.
“Unlike the BBA assessment reports, where the
products are assessed once and then no further
evaluation is conducted for 5 years, the certification scheme inspects the product and factory on
an annual basis. This proves the ongoing consistency of the product’s performance and the manufacturing process – giving the end user added
peace of mind and confidence in the product’s reliability and longevity.”
Smart door lock selling opportunities
Yale has developed its smart door locking range
and marketing support to help installers get to
grips with the new technology.
In October of last year, Yale released its TV advert for the Conexis L1 to raise awareness and
promote the lifestyle benefits of Smart Door Locks
to homeowners, helping drive consumer pull
through for the innovative solution.
Yale has also created a wealth of resources to
help support its customers adopting the new technology. This includes not only print brochures, but
also instore POS and a complete series of ‘How
to’ videos. The videos demonstrate the installation
process for products as well as showing short
clips that detail how to set up and connect the different locks. All of which helps make the process
much more streamlined and simple for users.
Paul Atkinson, Sales and Commercial Director
for Yale Door and Window Solutions, says: “As
Smart Locking is relatively new, there is currently
no benchmark for smart door locks. Yale is helping change this by working alongside the British
Standards Institute to create a Smart Door Locking
standard. This will help regulate the industry and
provide fabricators and installers with a recognised benchmark. Yale’s Conexis L1 is currently
being used as one of the test pilot products to support development of the IoT Kitemark.” i
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Bi-folds Bloomin’
Quick

A bi-fold manufacturer is giving its relatively new ordering
system the credit for much of its recent growth in business

Picture: Ben Brocklesby, Sales
and Marketing Director at
Origin

Fitting doors and windows as
early as possible in the build
programme – so securing the
structure – can pay huge dividends in preventing the loss of
tools, materials, valuable metals and, in extremis, even
kitchens and appliances.
Not only has the system increased the number of orders but it
has also dramatically reduced the
time partners (customers in the Origin network) spend on each order,
allowing projects to be completed
faster and more precisely than ever
before, says Origin.
Origin of the species
Introduced at the end of 2016,
OSS was designed specifically to
help partners easily quote and
order products from the ‘Origin
Home Range’, increasing accuracy
and efficiency in the process.
Built and developed in-house,
OSS allows users to build and save
whole customer projects, rather
than quoting on individual products. This means each customer’s information is stored in one place,
removing the need for multiple
quotes for one customer and allowing installers to edit orders right up
16|Bi-Folds & Aluminium | The Installer

to delivery. By simplifying the ordering process, installers are saving
time on admin and turning orders
around in record time, leading to
improved productivity and sales.
Testing times
In order to highlight the impact that
OSS has had on business growth,
Origin analysed the final six
months of orders placed before the
implementation of OSS, cross-referencing them against the first six
months of sales on the new system.
Sales of the Origin Bi-fold Door increased by 18% in the six months
after OSS was introduced. This
trend continues across the entire
Origin Home Range, with sales of
the Origin Window and the Origin
Residential Door increasing by
88% and 122% respectively over
the same period. Ben Brocklesby,
Sales and Marketing Director at
Origin, says: “By introducing OSS
to our offering, we simplified the ordering process for our partners,
making it faster and more accurate
for them. It is therefore no wonder
that we have seen such a dramatic

increase in activity as our partners
recommend Origin products to
more consumers, in part because
of the hassle free ordering process.
We expect to see this trend increase as more partners use OSS
and as we welcome new partners
into the Origin network.”
How it works
When placing an order before the
launch of OSS, partners had to go
through the familiar ordering
process of speaking to a member
of the Customer Services team and
emailing a quote form over. Once
the quotes details were checked
and approved by the partner, the
order confirmation would then
have to be sent, signed and returned. Only then would the order
be ready to go through. By transferring over to OSS, partners now
have much more control over the
order itself and the process. From
start to receiving the final quote, it
typically takes less than five minutes. Previously, Origin operated a
two hour quote turnaround - it's
even faster now. i

There’s no need to tie up your cash
flow with Ali, our lead times are amongst
the quickest in the industry. Stocked in
white, grey and white/grey dual colour for
immediate delivery, alongside a reliable
seven-day turnaround for painted items.
Suitable for both commercial and domestic use,
Ali doors and windows put in an impressive thermal
performance, achieving U-values* as low as
1.1 W/m2K, and are available in an almost unlimited
range of colours and finishes, both inside and out.
Complete with slim sightlines, in a choice of
configurations and sizes, and simple to fabricate
using existing tooling, the range has been developed
with the fabricator and installer at its heart.
So, when speed matters, ask for Ali.

*Triple glazed flat-faced vent option. **Sliding folding door. Triple glazed option. When calculated as a CEN standard.

1.19

**

W/m2K

1.1

*

W/m2K
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Leeds Scheme Calls
In SAS To Do Windows

Aluminium windows and doors have been
chosen for the new X1 Aire private rented
scheme in Leeds

Senior Architectural Systems has supplied the
aluminium windows and doors for a Leeds city
centre residential project.
The glazing package has been delivered by Aire
Valley Architectural Aluminium for main contractor
Bardsley Construction.
Senior’s thermally broken SPW600e aluminium
fixed light windows were specified to offer extra security and improved thermal efficiency, with Senior’s
SPW501 aluminium doors, which have been designed to meet the requirements of PAS 24 and the
Secured By Design standard, installed to the ground
floor communal entrance.

helps to reduce the traffic noise from the nearby
main road.
Maximising the flow of natural light, Senior’s aluminium windows also provide residents with attractive views of the River Aire and complement the
brickwork façade of the building. i

Acoustics and light
The acoustic performance of Senior’s SPW600e
aluminium windows has been enhanced through
the use of special acoustic double glazing which

Picture: Comprising some 147 high quality
apartments and five penthouses, the new
X1 Aire scheme is the latest addition to the
portfolio of UK based developer X1 and has
been designed by DK Architects
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The Smartest Lock Yet

Fit the Future
www.yale.co.uk/smart-living

9v

Requires one
screwdriver

Keyless

Secure push
& turn thumbturn

Tamper
alarm

2 year
guarantee

Battery
operated

Battery
backup

MidlandAlumini1

35mm

SLIM

INTERLOCK

10-DAY LEADTIME
WEEKLY NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
(STOCK COLOURS GREY & WHITE,
ON VISOGLIDE PATIO DOORS)

BIFOLD DOORS | SLIDING PATIO DOORS | WINDOW SYSTEMS | LANTERN ROOFS

VISOFOLD 1000

7-DAY LEADTIME
WEEKLY NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
(STOCK COLOURS WHITE, BLACK, GREY,
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Bi-Folds & Aluminium

Bi-folds – Go Kingfishing For
10-Day Turnaround

Timber windows rely on weather seals for performance. The right weather seals offer
superior protection and productivity gains, says one manufacturer
For installers looking to add
more space and light to customers’ homes in Yorkshire
and the North West, Kingfisher
Windows delivers aluminium
bi-fold doors in just 10 days unglazed.
Compliant with Document Q
and Secured by Design standards, the doors are manufactured to order. The Yorkshire
fabricator based in Leeds, provide four colour options on bi-fold
doors in a fast turnaround to give
installers more choice. Customers
can choose White, Anthracite
Grey, Black and dual Anthracite
& White. Kingfisher also make bifold doors in any RAL colour,
made-to-order for customers who

want a distinct look. “Aluminium
bi-fold doors continue to increase
in popularity as more homeowners choose them to bring the outside in,” says Deborah Beeley,
Sales and Marketing Manager,
Kingfisher Windows. “To stay
ahead of this growing demand,
we’ve made aluminium bi-fold
doors available in 10 days, so installers can stay ahead of the
competition. “Our bi-fold doors
achieve PAS 24 accreditation
and part 1 weather testing. With
an adjustable jamb as standard,
it reduces time on site and provides a better fit, for high-quality
installations.” Kingfisher’s bifold
doors can be fitted into apertures
of sizes up to 3000mm high and

it makes leaf widths up to
1200mm. There is also a range
of glass styles for made-to-order
bi-fold doors to finish the doors in
style. i
Picture: A Kingfisher bi-fold
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MARK OF
DISTINCTION

70MM WINDOWS HAVE NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD

Heritage hardware designed to enhance both flush sash & 70mm systems
Exclusively available from Window Ware
T 01234 242720

E sales@windowware.co.uk W windowware.co.uk

The GGF Health & Safety Column

What Value Do
Safety Accreditation
Schemes Offer?
Capita plans to stop running
the Constructionline
Scheme, writes Phil
Pinnington of the GGF who
believes the demise of the
Scheme may actually allow
small and entirely Health &
Safety competent firms on to
UK building sites where
previously they were
effectively barred

The construction industry has
been shaken by the demise
of Carillion but there are
other big firms in trouble.
Capita, which owns the Constructionline Scheme, announced in January that they
plan to sell off the Scheme.
As yet, there doesn’t appear to
be any organisation currently interested in taking over the
Scheme which I believe may well
see its demise.
The marketplace has, for many
years, been crowded with these
accreditation schemes. CHAS,
SSIP, ACCORD to name but
three all with the express aim (at
a price) of reassuring the commercial customer that the subcontractor has the right level of
safety management in place. The
schemes vary vastly and ask for
evidence that asks for information that covers a range of safety
requirements, although often
they are seen as a tick box exercise and they frequently lose
sight of what’s important.

Bar is lowered
The application of Health and
Safety that pertains to the business should be one of the core
principles in the design of any
accreditation scheme. Sadly the
anecdotal evidence I see doesn’t
show this to be the case. Companies that have taken a strategic
decision to have only Gold Level
Constructionline sub-contractors
immediately excludes smaller
companies who are more than
qualified to do the work safely
but simply cannot afford the additional administration needed. It
becomes a barrier to work opportunities and many simply
choose not to compete in this
market.
If the aim is to assure main contractors that the people they’re
putting their faith in are both
competent and have the right
level of safety commitment then I
believe the design and execution
of these schemes fall woefully
short.
No questions
To show how ludicrous a position
some of these schemes hold, I
was recently contacted through

email by a GGF member who
had been visited by an auditor
from one of the accreditation
schemes. The member had
asked if we had an audit model.
A very unusual request until I was
able to talk directly to the member. It appeared that an auditor
had arrived on site to audit his
systems but he had no audit plan
and had not audited a glass
company before and didn’t
know what to ask.
I believe that there are very responsible installation companies
in the UK market but they’re
being held back, in no small
part, by expectations that far outweigh the task.

GLASS Charter Merit Scheme
In 2016 we at the GGF relaunched our GLASS Charter
Merit Scheme which seeks to establish an industry safety accreditation scheme that we believe
offers the assurance of safety
compliance as well as quality
that principle contractors should
recognise. The scheme focuses
on how the business applies
Health and Safety within the size
and scope of operations so, applies equally to flat glass
processers as it does to window
installers. This I believe should
form the basis of industry specific
safety schemes that instead of excluding small specialist business
it helps them grow and flourish
within new markets whilst continuously improving. i
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Pear Drops & Monkey Tails
Independent hardware distributers, Window Ware, has
created a valuable opportunity for its fabrication
customers to add a heritage touch to any window, with
the launch of their Regal Hardware range.
The range replicates the period aesthetics of 19th-century ironmongery and is available in both monkey tail and pear drop styles.
Commercial director Richard Bryant says: “The Regal Hardware
range allows fabricators to add heritage style to any window, particularly existing 70mm window systems. Its versatility makes it a great
addition to our offering at Window Ware and that of our fabrication
customers – allowing them to stand out from their competitors and
effectively capitalise on profitable markets.”
The Regal Hardware range is available in nine eye-catching colours
including polished chrome, antique graphite and bronze-red, for the
complete heritage appearance. Fully tested with a 10-year mechanical guarantee as standard, the versatile hardware range can be
tailored to each individual use with either fully functional furniture or
dummy pegs just for display. i windowware.co.uk

Yale has developed its smart door locking range
and marketing support to help fabricators and
installers get to grips with the new technology and
provide a superior product offering for end-users.
As well as promoting the benefits of smart security to UK
homeowners, Yale has created a wealth of resources to help
support its customers adopting the new technology. This
includes not only print brochures, but also instore POS and a
complete series of ‘How to’ videos. The videos demonstrate the
installation process for products as well as showing short clips
that detail how to set up and connect the different locks. All of
which helps make the process much more streamlined and simple for users.
Yale has also extended its range to offer a variety of new finishes. The Conexis L1, which launched last year, as well as the
popular Keyless Smart Door Lock have both been updated to
include brand new colour options. In addition to the chrome
option, the locks are now available in satin nickel and polished brass finishes. i yaledws.co.uk

Kestrel’s Approved installer scheme has been rejigged to
include more training and marketing help.
Sales and marketing director Owen Thorogood explains: “Our aim is
to give installers the support they need so their businesses can thrive.
“We can offer classroom training, we have more point of sales
materials and we will also list approved installers on the website and
brand-new Kestrel app, so that their customers have added peace
of mind.”
Approved installers are also able to generate 35-year guarantees
from the app, which are then emailed direct to the homeowner.
They will also have access to a professional check-list for customers to
show the job will be carried out correctly.
Thorogood concludes: “Standing apart from the competition is
crucial. We want to make that easier than ever for installers.” i
kbp.co.uk
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Sashmate – As Seen on TV
Sashmate – developed by safety solutions
specialist Glazesafe and available to buy at
Window Ware – is helping double glaziers and
window repair specialists across the country to
work smarter.
Though the Sashmate system has been on sale at
Window Ware for several years, it’s enjoyed a surge of
interest since its recent appearance on prime-time TV
when it won the backing of not one, but two millionaire
entrepreneurs. It wasn’t just Sashmate which caught the
investors’ eyes, Glazesafe’s Stronghold mobile anchor
and barrier system also garnered support. It ensures two
workers can operate safely and securely on harnesses
around window openings, lift shafts and many other kinds
of apertures – from inside the building at any height. At
the same time, Stronghold creates a visible barrier to cordon off the work area and keep other contractors and the
public out of harm’s way.
Stronghold is portable (weighing just over 30kg), fast-erecting (set up in under 5 minutes) and free-standing to minimise damage
to internal walls or floors. But when it comes to load bearing, it’s no lightweight; Stronghold is capable of supporting 1.9 tonnes.
This mighty, yet mobile muscle means it meets the requirements of the British Standard BS EN 795 B:2012 and TS 16415:2013.
Like Sashmate, Stronghold aims to do away with expensive and disruptive scaffolding, to keep costs low yet maintain high safety standards on site. Luton Window Company agrees. They explained, “safety was greatly enhanced using Stronghold and it saved
£20k at least on a 10-floor glazing installation project”. i windowware.co.uk

Essex fabricator Mr Window says that increased range and
availability of colour in stock from Deceuninck has driven
sales which rocketed past general market growth.
Glen Cain MD at Mr Window, says: “Colour is the future. People don’t
want white PVC-U anymore. Colours, particularly soft greens, are growing
in popularity at an unbelievable pace simply because end-customers want
more from their windows than the bog standard.
“We listen to them and give them what they want; if our customers want
a pink window we’ll give it to them. That attitude plus Deceuninck’s quick
turnaround guaranteed availability – a service no one else seems to be able
to match, is what’s setting us apart from the competition. Our competitors
offer colour but they can’t get it to customers as fast or as reliably as us.”
Deceuninck offers 26 colourways with colour matched ancillaries and
trims from stock at its warehouse in Calne. From stock means availability is
certain on next delivery. i deceuninck.com

Eurocell has been shortlisted in this year’s National Recycling
Awards in the Manufacturer of the Year category. The awards,
held in association with specialist magazine Materials Recycling
World, celebrate best practice and innovation in the UK waste
and resource management industry.
Chris Coxon, Head of Marketing, comments: “We felt our entry really highlighted the achievements we have made to date in making recycling central to
everything we do. It also captured our determination to continue making
progress across the board with significant investment in place to do that”.
Winners of this year’s National Recycling Awards will be announced at an
event to be held at the London Hilton on Park Lane on Thursday 28th June. i
eurocell.co.uk
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A Tighter Seal
Rapid and effective air and weather tight sealing around
windows and doors is provided by a new easy-to-use collar
system from foam sealants specialists Iso-Chemie.
The self-adhesive ISO-CONNECT EPDM Sealing Collar is a single-piece
bespoke solution, which can be quickly fitted around fenestration elements
installed in façades and load bearing walls to provide long lasting external
protection against the elements.
Featuring vulcanised sections, the collar can be fitted up to six times faster
than alternative foil strip sealants via a butyl adhesive or a clip-in frame
groove feature, saving onsite labour and material costs. Product can be customised to specific applications – the fitter places the collar around the frame
section in front of the wall before securely bonding it to the supporting wall
or façade.
Supplied with a 10-year warranty and available in 0.6mm, 0.75mm,
1mm, 1.3mm and 1.5mm thicknesses, ISO-CONNECT EPDM Sealing Collar comes in a choice of four finishes to suit all applications. Moulded inside and outside corners are also available for in front-of-wall elements, lower connection areas, floor-level
elements, and balcony and patio door systems. i iso-chemie.eu
VBH has updated its webshop, VBH24, to make
ordering easier for customers. It now includes a
product configurator, designed to show customers
the exact hardware required for each project on
complex installations such as tilt and turns, bi-folds
or greenteQ Invisifold slide & folds.
Gary Gleeson, Marketing Manager at VBH, says: “Not only
can our updated webshop be used to place bulk hardware
orders, it’s also designed to make it simple to select and order
the components needed for individual windows and doors, or
to price on tender documentation, for example. Customers can
even upload their own spreadsheets to place orders; all we
need is a column denoting the product number and quantity.
Once such a list has been saved to the shop the quantities can
be tweaked and used again and again to load a basket. We’ll
also create ‘Favourites Lists’ for customers, so their weekly or
monthly ordering can be completed more efficiently.”
Free standard delivery to mainland Britain is available on
orders over £100 placed via VBH24. i vbhgb24.com

Morley Glass & Glazing’s extensive stock of accessories
and spare parts for ScreenLine integral blind systems is
now available to buy online.
Ian Short, MD says: “We hope the new online shop will make it
even easier for customers to do business with us, even if they haven’t
bought the original blinds from us.
“We stock the biggest range of ScreenLine accessories and spare
parts in the UK. So when you need a part for our Uni-Blinds or any
ScreenLine integral blind system, we’ll make sure you have it within 24
hours if we have it in stock. As the largest ScreenLine fabricator in the
country, we have daily deliveries from Pellini in Italy and can supply
any other spare parts within one to five weeks – whether you originally
purchased your ScreenLine blind system from Morley Glass or not.”
The range of ScreenLine spares available from Morley Glass next day includes items such as cord kits, cord tensioners, external magnetic sliders, transparent wands, battery modules, solar panels, battery chargers, transformers control units, replacement
remote control devices and clips, knobs and end caps for all systems. i morleyglass.co.uk
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Tired of producing quotes
with pen and paper?

Make Selling Easy
Provide professional
quotations on
the go with
Windowlink
software
Priced instantly on your laptop
Professional presentation
Email quote to client

Call now on
01452 348575

Visit us at
www.windowlink.com

THE BIGGEST GLAZING
EVENT OF THE YEAR
THE UK’S MUSTATTEND CONFERENCE FOR INDUSTRY LEADERS

WHO
SHOULD
ATTEND?

The future of the window, door
and conservatory industry

The 2018 Glazing Summit is the mustattend conference for those involved in
the glass and glazing industry, including
domestic, trade, commercial and
new-build sectors.

On Tuesday 22nd May 2018, hundreds of fabricators, installers, glass
companies and material suppliers will converge near Birmingham to
debate the future of the window, door and conservatory industry.
A line-up of top industry and business speakers will discuss the most
important issues, share the latest insights and trends, and ask the big
questions that will affect every fabricator and installer.

• Business Owners and Directors
• Senior Managers and Executives

The conference is 9:30 to 4pm, including lunch and networking
with industry leaders.

• Consultants and Advisors

Tuesday 22nd May

BOOK TICKETS NOW

St Johns Hotel & Conference Centre
Warwick Road, Solihull, B91 1AT
•9.30am to 4pm
•Expert conference speakers
•Lunch included
•Networking opportunities

www.glazingsummit.co.uk
or call 01934 808293
The Glazing Summit Organised by
POWER YOUR MARKETING

insightdata
business is better with insight

Trade News

Four Days at Fensterbau
Door hinge manufacturer SFS has reported a successful four
days at the Fensterbau 2018 exhibition.
The W-TEC 3D concealed hinge range is available in two versions for
standard and slim doors, provides a perfect solution for aesthetically led
heavyweight timber doors used in high-end residential, commercial and
hospitality applications. SFS offers W-TEC 3D in any RAL colour to deliver
a visually stunning result in contrast or to colour match and has excellent
stability and mechanical adjustability enabling precise installation and
delivering long term reliability.
Another popular h
inge technology option for timber doorsets that
attracted strong interest from visitors was the Easy 3D h
inge. This
established, stainless steel hinge range is liked by manufacturers and
installers across Europe because it can be mechanically adjusted in three
dimensions whilst ﬁtted in situ. This makes it much easier to achieve a
textbook timber door installation, every time.
In the UK, SFS is renowned for its Dynamic hinge ranges for PVC-U,
aluminium and composite doors, and Fensterbau provided the latest
insights into how this range continues to evolve. Alongside the Dynamic
2D, which is designed to create high performance rebated doorsets
thanks to its proﬁle-speciﬁc sash plates, was Dynamic 3D. This offers the
same h
ighly engineered quality and aesthetic appeal, but with an
additional level of adjustability. SFS also took the opportunity to showcase
a concept version of Dynamic 3D which could present a future solution for
ﬂush-ﬁt doors, subject to market feedback. i

Queen’s Award winning restrictor specialists Jackloc, has returned home to the UK after a successful
debut appearance at Fensterbau Frontale.
Jackloc’s full range of universal window and door restrictors generated much interest from visitors in Nuremberg. The
Leicestershire-ﬁrm exhibited at the four-day event as part of the UK Pavilion, joining other leading brands from the UK fenestration
industry to show ‘Britain Means Business’.
“For 15-years, Jackloc restrictors have been safeguarding lives across the world in both residential and commercial
applications. We wanted to use this international platform to not just promote window safety, but to showcase to the world why
our range sets the global benchmark and has received such prestigious awards and accolades. Leaving Nuremberg with a
number of enquiries and potential new partnerships is a fantastic result.”
Designed, engineered and manufactured in the Midlands to exacting BS EN standards, the Jackloc range features
swivel/stud, push-and-turn and key-lockable folding models. Jackloc’s marquee product however is the MK2 key-lockable
restrictor - the winner of the Queen’s Award for Enterprise in Innovation 2017. A full range of solutions means Jackloc can
dramatically reduce the risk of falls from windows in any application whether it’s in a hospital, school, ofﬁce building or
residential development. i
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The Glazing Summit 2018
The ﬁrst line-up of speakers have been announced for the
Glazing Summit, the major industry conference organised by
Purplex Marketing and Insight Data.
Speakers and panellists include David Leng, CEO of Customade Group,
Sean Parnaby of West Port Windows – part of VKR, Europe’s largest window
manufacturer - Samantha Nuckey, MD of leading hardware supplier Window
Ware, and Business Micro’s MD Graeme Bailey.
Other panellists include Russell Yates, MD of AluK, Chris Alderson, MD of
Edgetech, GQA Chairman Mike Morris, Jade Greenhow from Insight Data
and Paul Atkinson, Director of Yale hardware.
Another panellist, Andy Jones - Group Sales & Marketing Director at Synseal
- commented; “The industry is evolving fast and it’s important to keep your
ﬁnger on the pulse. This is a must-attend event for senior management involved
in the fenestration industry.”
Several entrepreneurs who have built, acquired or sold high growth window
companies will also be speaking, including Hayden Rushton, MD of Britannia
Windows and a serial investor, who has acquired a string of window companies including Launa, AGS and Crown.
The Glazing Summit takes place on 22nd May near Birmingham and almost 300 business owners and directors from across
the UK and Ireland have already booked tickets. The day provides decision makers with the opportunity to network with peers,
meet suppliers and the media, and includes refreshments and lunch. i

Neil Antrobus has joined GJB Window Systems as Business Development
Manager and brings with him over 15 years industry experience, including
most recently as Technical Sales Manager for Sternfester.
GJB was purchased by Roy Frost last summer and is part of GJB Holdings, the fastest
growing window group in the UK with an annual turnover of 22 million.
Antrobus says: “I’m absolutely thrilled to be joining the sales team at GJB at a really
exciting time for the business. I’m very much looking forward to hitting the road, using my
skills to build partnerships with installers across the country and highlight the beneﬁts GJB
and the wider group can offer to their businesses.”
Frost adds: “GJB is one of the UK’s largest Eurocell fabricators, and with the acquisition
of Listers Central in the GJB Holdings Group, we have the logistical and manufacturing
capabilities to support businesses not just in the South-East but across the UK, with brandnew product lines and an even greater service.”
“It will be Neil’s job to convey this proposition to installation ﬁrms across the UK, and with his personality and expertise, I ﬁrmly
believe he is more than capable of helping us achieve our ambitious growth plans.” i
Phil Pluck, Group Chief Executive of the Glass and Glazing Federation
(GGF) has announced his departure.
Pluck has overseen a substantial change programme at the GGF bringing together the
commercial companies of GGF and its membership side. Having brought in a new
senior management team as part of a complete re-structure programme, Phil issued the
following statement:
“GGF Group is now in the best shape it has been for years and is ideally positioned
to grow its inﬂuence and value to its members and customers. A new management team
is in place and has the skills and commitment to realise the potential of the GGF Group
for the beneﬁt of its customers, members and the industry. I am immensely sad to be
leaving such a great organisation and its people but for personal reasons this is the right
time to be departing. The GGF Group is a fantastic organisation and I wish it the very
best for the future.”
John Agnew, GGF President comments: "The GGF Board are indebted to Phil for the
key role that he has played in driving forward the changes needed for the business. His
clear strategic vision coupled with the focus on behavioural and cultural management
practices have been key skill sets that the GGF Group has beneﬁted from.” i
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TIME IS RUNNING OUT
FOR YOUR MARKETING
On May 25th new European data regulations come
into force with heavy penalties for companies that
don’t comply.
If you’re still relying on your old prospect database
or mailing list, chances are you won’t comply. That’s
why you should team up with Insight Data; we give
you access to the UK’s most accurate and in-depth
marketing data, while helping you comply with the
new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

The Insight database includes:
15,000 fabricators and installers
25,900 local builders
3,200 housebuilders and major
contractors
15,300 architects

Call Insight Data today on 01934 808 293 or email hello@insightdata.co.uk
to make sure your marketing is compliant.

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare,
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk

Scott’s Corner

Beware Of GDPR
Consultants, Warns
Insight Data
May 25th sees a new EU Regulation come into force, the
General Data Protection Regulation and it’s already causing confusion and panic
within the business community, writes Andrew Scott.
An army of consultants, advisors and groups have jumped on
the band wagon, organising
seminars and events that are
often ill-informed, sometimes misleading and all-to-often designed
to generate significant fees.
Despite the barrage of information, courses and so-called experts that have emerged, there is
no official certification or accreditation for GDPR. Anyone with
limited knowledge can put on a
seminar and offer advice but my
experience is that many of these
simply get it wrong.
In practice, the principles of the
GDPR are straightforward and
the Information Commissioners
Office (ICO) provides easy to understand and comprehensive
guidance for businesses, via
www.ico.org.uk
Rights of the individual
GDPR focuses on the fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual and defines how
organisations should collect,
store and process personal information. The ICO publishes clear
and free information on how to
become GDPR compliant.
Marketing is a key area of confusion for many companies, with
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ment, ePrivacy, is currently in
Draft format and is likely to be introduced in 2019.

The General Data Protection
Regulation are on the
horizon. There is fear in the
business community...and
consultants are reaping
good profits for dodgy
advice

ill-informed GDPR consultants advising companies to rely on ‘consent’ as the way to comply.
Consent is one way to comply
with GDPR, however there are
six ways to process data under
GDPR, with ‘contract’ and ‘legitimate interest’ both perfectly suitable depending on the situation.
Different Regs
It is important to realise that
GDPR relates to how companies
collect, store and process personal data. Marketing communications – particularly electronic
such as SMS and email, are governed by separate regulations,
PECR (Privacy and Electronic
Communications (EC Directive)
Regulations 2003). PECR has
not changed, although a replace-

Direct Marketing Association
Insight Data has been tracking
developments on the GDPR since
it was first proposed in 2012
and worked closely with the
DMA (Direct Marketing Association) and data protection lawyers
throughout the process.
Insight Data provides marketing data that helps companies
target new customers including
fabricators and installers, construction
companies
and
builders, as well as architects.
The data is collected, stored and
processed to ensure it complies
with the GDPR. i
For more information visit
purplexmarketing.com or call
01934 808 132

Top agency
design but not
the cost

Creative
website design
from £400

We supply cost effective
solutions, for both large
organisations and smaller
enterprises, whether
consumer based or
business to business.
In partnership with
our clients we deliver
successful solutions,
working on an individual
project basis or as a
regular support service.
Whether you are
looking to launch a new
website, revamp an
existing site, manage
your website content,
start selling on the
internet or are looking
at email marketing.
We are here to help.
With over 30 years
experience supplying
design and advertising
solutions for the web
and print, we are ideally
suited to provide you
with the competitive
edge. To be a winner in
your marketplace.

For more
information telephone

07 7 8 4 26 8 6 8 5

or cotact us by email at
info@stevebryant.co.uk
www.stevebryant.co.uk
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Comment
The Great Training Robbery
Basic training being disguised as apprenticeships and a decline in
apprenticeships is the damning assessment of the first year of the
apprenticeship levy by the independent UK think-tank Reform.
If we’re not careful, a customer base of homeowners who currently adore
companies that take-on apprentices will become sick and cynical that ‘those
young people supposedly learning a trade are just underpaid, under-skilled –
and being taken advantage of by their employers’.
The Apprenticeship Levy is a year-old scheme that sees big employers paying
in to a fund to help all businesses with the cost of employing apprentices –
that’s right...a small company may not have to pay in but can draw out. So too
can the big companies – they can even draw out more than they put in. And
yet, small companies are failing to take their fair advantage and even big
companies, particularly in the construction sector, despite paying in, are not
drawing out. Woeful!
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But it gets worse. There are big companies – you know some of them as they
keep getting flagged-up for not paying taxes in the UK despite being seen on
every High Street in the country – who know how to play the system. And they
are drawing out from the Levy more than they pay in and are creating
‘Mockery Apprenticeships’ such as for Baristas (coffee server) and sandwich
makers.
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In the six months after the levy was introduced (April-October 2017), the
number of people starting an apprenticeship fell by 40 per cent compared to
the same period in the previous year, says the Reform report. In addition, more
experienced and older workers are increasingly becoming the focus of the
apprenticeship programme, at the expense of less experienced and younger
employees.
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Quantity rather than quality
The Conservative Party remains committed to its 2015 manifesto pledge that 3
million people will start an apprenticeship by 2020. Commentators have
consistently raised concerns over this target as it prioritises the quantity of
apprenticeships rather than their quality.
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Coffee shop culture
The introduction of the levy has also diminished the quality of apprenticeships.
The list of roles now officially counted as an ‘apprenticeship’ includes many
low-skill and often very short training courses. These roles include serving
customers in a delicatessen or coffee shop, working on a hotel reception desk,
performing basic office administration and serving food and drink in a
restaurant, concluded the Reform report. The report says such training courses
do not meet the historical or international definition of an apprenticeship
because they typically offer minimal training, represent low-wage jobs and do
not constitute skilled occupations. Moreover, employers are using the levy to
rebadge existing training courses as apprenticeships to shift the costs of
training onto the Government instead. The most obvious examples of this
relabelling are found in leadership and management skills. The list of the most
popular apprenticeship standards includes becoming a ‘Team Leader’,
‘Supervisor’ or ‘Manager’. Cranfield University’s prestigious School of
Management has even re-designated its existing Executive MBA as an
apprenticeship to attract up to a 90 per cent government subsidy towards the
programme costs.
Government collusion
According to Reform, almost 40 per cent of the ‘apprenticeship standards’
approved by the Government since 2012 fail to reach the international or
historical definition of an apprenticeship. These mislabelled courses are
consuming over 20 per cent of the funding available for newly designed
apprenticeships. Without reform, in 2019-20 the Government will spend £600
million on courses incorrectly labelled as apprenticeships.
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
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Aluminium Systems
Colour Applicators
Shaped Aluminium Windows & Louvres
*Circular *Radial Cornered *Arched *Elliptical
*Gothic *Rectangular *Trapezoidal *Curved-on-Plan

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions

also Aluminium & Stainless Fabrications ‘Trade Suppliers’
by Midland Alloy Ltd., Stafford Park 17,Telford,TF3 3DG
Tel: 01952 290961 www.radialwindows.com Fax: 01952 290441

Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

Bi-folding Doors

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

Aluminium Lanterns
N
st

ew Product

1
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7

Be

GLAZED IN SECONDS
Baypole Jacks

ALUMINIUM
ROOF LANTERN
Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854
Email: sales@korniche.co.uk

www.korniche.co.uk

Bi-folding Doors

You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs
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www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Conservatory Roofs

Glass Handling

Planning Consultants

Fixing Brackets

Profile Bemding

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

PROFINDER
Tel: 07814 209789

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Profile Bending

Windows

PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

To advertise

Call Mehreen Haroon
07814 209789

Racking Systems

mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Flyscreens

Window openers

Corner Protectors
“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

To fill this space
Call Mehreen
Haroon
07814 209789

mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

ASK FOR
BY NAME
THE ALUMINIUM ROOF
LANTERN

INSTALLED IN MINUTES,
GLAZED IN SECONDS
FASTER
THE QUICKEST,
MOST EFFICIENT
LANTERN TO
INSTALL AVAILABLE

STRONGER

WARMER

SLIMMER

SUBSTANTIALLY
STRONGER THAN
COMPETITORS

SUPERIOR, CLASS
LEADING THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

THE MOST
ELEGANT ROOF
ON THE MARKET

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854

www.korniche.co.uk

